
CONDITION MODIFIED BY THE PLAN BOARD 

Condition 11. To minimize the impact of the development on the road network weekday traffic 
and RTS bus service to campus, the developer shall enter into a developmellt agreement to 
contribute proportionally to enhanced bus service along NW 1 3 ' ~  Street. 

apewe& The type, anloutlt and nature of the contribution shall be negotiated by the applicant and a 
third partv (presumably the MTPO or Kutter or some other traffic consultant) City and RTS and irlcluded 
in the development agreement It shall be based on an analysis of current conditions, future needs, 
the source of major contributors to student commuting, the ratio of studentlnon-student 
occupancy, anlong other factors. The development shall participate in the cost of generating 
such analysis. The agreement shall be executed no later than one year after a certificate of 
occupancy is issued for 80% of the total number of units. 

STAFF RECOMMENDED CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 

Condition I .  The regulating ordinance and dcvelopmcnt report shall remain in effect, except as 
modified and incorporated as Exhibit "A" (Summary of Conditions). "University House, 
Planned Development Amendment, Revised Application", dated June 2006. 

Condition 2. Within and surrounding the proposed surface parking area, additional landscaping 
materials shall be incorporated. The Land Development Regulations shall be the basis for 
providing landscape materials. 

Condition 3. Driving aisles shall be reduced to the minimum that would facilitate safe and 
efficient n~ovement of vehicles. This decision will be determined during development plan 
review by the development review board. 

Condition 4. Sidcwalks shall bc placed appropriately around and across the vehicular use area to 
facilitate safe and efficient movement of pedestrians. 

Condition 5. Lighting within the vehicular use area shall be consistent with the standards for 
Traditional City District. 

Condition 6. Landscaping islands with seating areas shall be incorporated in appropriate places 
to foster or enhance pedestrian use and circulation. 

Condition 7. Bicycle parking, speed tables, handicapped ramps and textured surfaces shall be 
incorporated within the design of the vehicular use area. 

Condition 8. The access points off Northwest 121h street should remain as regulated by the 
current PD Layout Plan. Opening this access will result a greater volume of traffic onto 
Northwest gth Avenue and then through the College Park Neighborhood. A controlled gate with 



an Opticoni system should be installed to facilitate control of both access points off Northwest 
1 21h Street. 

Condition 9. During development plan review, the applicant shall conduct a traffic analysis and 
implement the findings that would render the development consistent with the comprehensive 
plan and Land Development Regulations. 

Condition 10. The total number of bedrooms allowed within the development shall be 585, 
consistent with the traffic analysis approved by the Technical Review Committee. The 
reviewing board may allow a 2% increase in the number of bedrooms, subject to review of a new 
traffic analysis, number of vehicular, bicycle and motorcycle parking. Alternatively, the board 
may allow the number of bedrooms to be driven by the impacts of the traffic study and the 
number of bedrooms determined by the Development Review Board, during development plan 
review. 

Condition 11. To mininiize the impact of the development on the road network weekday traffic 
and RTS bus service to campus, the developer shall enter into a development agreement to 
contribute proportionally to enhanced bus service along NW 13"' Street. The type, amount and 
nature of the contribution shall be determined by RTS and included in the development 
agreement. It shall be based on an analysis of current conditions, future needs, the source of 
major contributors to student commuting, the ratio of studentlnon-student occupancy, anlong 
other factors. The development shall participate in the cost of generating such analysis. The 
agreement shall be executed no later than one year after a certificate of occupancy is issued for 
80% of the total number of units. 

Condition 12. The development must satisfy concurrency requirements and demonstrate the 
ability to handle additional parking and trip generation due to the increase in overall occupancy 
of the development. 

Condition 13. Except as provided for development of passive recreational areas, there shall be 
no development on the portion of the subject property between the centerline of Rattlesnake 
Branch Creek and the south right-of-way line of N.W. 8th Avenue. 

Condition 14. At a minimum, total on-site parking shall be provided at a rate of 1 per bedroom. 
Exterior surface parking shall not exceed the minimum required for the total number of 
bedrooms in the two buildings along NW 7"' Avenue. 

Condition 15. Except as provided in the ordinance, the surface parking shall comply with the 
requirements of the Land Development Code. 
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Item No. 8 

DATE: July 20,2006 

FROM: Planning Division Staff 

SUBJECT: Petition No. 30PDA-06PB, Causseaux & Ellington, Inc., agent for 
University House. Planned Development Amendment to allow 
modifications to the approved Planned Development Layout Plan. Located 
in the 700 Block of Northwest 1 3 ' ~  Street, east side. 

Recommendation 

Planning staff recommends approval of Petition 30PDA-06 PB with conditions. 

Explanation 

This petition addresses a request by the applicant to modify the approved, Park Central Holdings, 
Planned Development for property located in the 700 Block of Northwest 1 3lh Street, east side. 
Map 1 shows the currently approved PD Layout Plan and Map 2 shows the proposed PD Layout 
Plan. The new name for the planned development project is University House. 

The requested modifications are as follows: 

1.  Add additional surface parking within the interior of the development, north of the two 
Residential Building Groupings which front Northwest 7"' Avenue: 

The approved PD Layout plan shows a 20-foot wide access off Northwest 12'" Street with 
"Restricted Vehicular Ingress/Egress." That access and driveway area was intended for use 
by the Fire Department as a means of access to serve interior buildings. The request is to 
widen this southern access point and driveway area and to include surface parking between 
the building groupings. See the attached Map 2, Modified PD Layout Plan. 

2. Create adjustments to the location and configuration of the proposed building footprints: 

The approved PD Layout Plan, Map 1 shows a higher percentage of building coverage and a 
tight clustering of buildings around the central open space where the three large Heritage 
Trees are located. The area of building footprint is slightly greater than what is proposed in 
the amended PD Layout plan. The proposed amendment shows the sanle area for tree 
protection and a larger area of open space. However, in some areas, proposed building 
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footprints are closer to the main tree trunks and a new, large storniwater facility is introduced 
between the heritage trees and the protected creek area to the north. 

3. Modify the configuration and function of access points off Northwest 1 2Ih Street: 

The approved PD Layout Plan, Map 1, shows two, 20-foot wide access points off Northwest 
1 2'h Street. Both were intended for fire service access but the southern access was approved 
to have limited seasonal loading and unloading activities. The PD amendment is requesting 
elimination of the northern access point off 1Vorthwest 12Ih Street. The southern access point 
will remain as a limited, seasonal loading and unloading point but will be modified to 
provide limited access to a new surface parking area, which will have a primary access from 
Northwest 7Ih Avenue. 

4. Adjust the location of the main parking structure: 

The approved PD Layout Plan, Map 1 ,  shows the parking garage closer to Northwest 1 3Ih 
Street, lying east of a much narrower and longer building. The proposed amendment will 
shift the parking garage to the east to acconlmodate a larger and taller building along 
Northwest 1 3"' Street. 

5. Provide clearer regulations pertaining to the areas north of the Rattlesnake Creek Branch: 

During the review process for the last PD application, a nuniber of issues were unresolved 
concerning development types, setbacks and preservation areas, existing north of the 
Rattlesnake Creek Branch. This amendment provides an opportunity to design clearer 
regulations and establish definitive decisions about development on the north side of the 
creek. 

6. Change the bedroom niix and increase the number of bedrooms. Those are significant 
element, which affects the function, style and operation of the proposed development: 

a. One of the proposed modifications to the development is a change in the mix of 
bedrooms per dwelling unit. Although this niodification is allowed under the current 
Planned Development, a significant increase in the number of bedrooms can have impacts 
on other elements of the planned developnient, mainly traffic. The project has received 
preliminary development plan approval and is under review for final approval. The 
approved plan shows 185 dwelling units with a total of 402 bedrooms. The mix of 
bedrooms are 39 one-bedrooms, 75 two-bedrooms and 71 three-bedrooms. Based on 
the Land Use and Zoning, a maximum of 225 dwelling units are allowed. The current PD 
amendment does not address the number of bedroonis proposed for the site. However, in 
the Traffic Impact Study, trip generation and distribution is based on 166 dwelling units 
with a breakdown of 1 10 four-bedrooms, 33 three-bedrooms, and 23 two-bedrooms units. 
This yields a total of 585 bedroonis. 
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b. The current request to amend the PD does not include a modification of the maximum 
density, which is 30 dwelling units per acre. Based on that density limit, a maximum of 
227 units may be constructed on the 7.57 acres. The density of 30 dwelling units per acre 
is derived from the maximum allowable density under the Land use designations of 
Residential Medium Density, Mixed Use Low and Mixed Use Medium Intensity. 

c. Under the density allowed, the number of bedrooms could vary. In the earlier PD, there 
was no request for a specific number of bedrooms. Staff relied on the traffic study to 
ensure compatibility. The traffic study showed a total of 492 bedrooms. If a submitted 
development plan exceeded that total of 492 bedrooms, a modified traffic study would be 
required. The reviewing body would review the petition based on traffic safety and 
operations and the impacts determined by the traffic analysis. During this review, 
amendment related to the configuration and height of buildings was discussed as well as 
the number of bedrooms. Staff is relying on the traffic study as the main determination of 
number of bedrooms. Based on minutes of the neighborhood meeting and discussions 
with the applicant, staff understands that the applicant is proposing approxin~ately 166 
units with a mix of two, three and four bedroom units, totaling approximately 585 
bedrooms. However, considering the significant variation that is possible, staff has 
included a condition pertaining to the number of bedroonls and surface parking, allowed 
in the developnlent. 

d. The number of parking spaces is another development standard that could be significantly 
impacted by a change in the number of bedrooms. The currently approved PD includes a 
parking garage and no surface parking. One element of the PD amendment is the creation 
of additional parking. The number of spaces in the parking structure has increased and a 
new surface parking is proposed north of the buildings fronting NW 7"' Avenue. 

On July 12, 2004, the City Commission adopted Ordinance 030904, approving petition I OPDV- 
04PB with a Planned Development Layout Plan and a Development Plan Report. The 
development is approved for a maximum of 225 dwelling units at a density of 30 units per acre. 
It also includes an option for developnlent of 15,000 square feet of commercial use along 
Northwest 1 3'h Street. 

Analysis 
The essential elements of the PD remain the same and the relationships of major elements are not 
modified. No development is proposed north of the creek. A single use, multi-family residential 
development is proposed with associated parking and accessory amenities. The parking structure 
maintains its relationship with the other structures. It is well screened from the Northwest 13"' 
Street right-of-way by the adjacent four-story residential building to the west. On the east side, 
the structure is adjacent to another residential building and ovcrlooks the open courtyard area in 
thc center of the developnlent. Three and four-story residential buildings lay parallel to the three 
adjacent streets with each have a front orientation to each right-of-way. Access to the 
development is limited to Northwest 13"' Street, Northwest 7"' Avenue with limited service and 
utility vehicle access off Northwest 12"' Street. 
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Conformance with comprehensive plan 
The essential elements of the development as proposed remain in conformance with the overall 
goals and objectives of the Comprehensive Plan. The addition of surface parking can be designed 
and accommodated within the parameters of the colnprehensive plan. Establishing clear 
guidelines and prohibiting development on areas north of the creek is consistent with the 
elements of the comprehensive plan. 

Condition I .  The regulating ordinance and development report shall remain in effect, except as 
modified and incorporated ill  the attached document entitled, "University House, Planned 
Development Amendment, Revised Application", dated June 2006. 

Concurrency 
A concurrency review for the proposed amendment has been conducted. The project is in TCEA, 
Zone "A" and has met the required Concurrency Management Element standards. A preliminary 
or final certificate of concurrency will be considered during the development review process. 
The proposal is approved with conditions. 

Internal compatibility 
In terms of uses, the development as proposed comprises residential and associated accessory 
uses. The development has the option to implement lion-residential development but no 
commercial is proposed under the PD Layout Plan. The internal elenients and uses within the 
development remain the same. Under this amendment, the area proposed for surface parking was 
designed to accommodate access for emergency vehicles and as limited loading/unloading areas 
during the beginning and ending of the academic semester. The area is buffered on both the 
north and south sides by buildings and is completely screened from the Northwest 7Ih Avenue 
public right-of-way. The impact is therefore negligible. Within the development, staff is 
proposing additional landscaping and architectural elements, variation in paving materials, 
textured hardseape elements, lighting, narrower driving aisles, speed tables, prominent pedestrian 
facilities and restricted vehicular movement that would minimize impacts and reduce the 
dominance of the parked vehicles. 

Condition 2. Within and surrounding the proposed surface parking area, additional landscaping 
materials shall be incorporated. The Land Developme~it Regulations shall be the basis for 
providing landscape materials. 

Condition 3. Driving aisles shall be reduced to the minimum that would facilitate safe and 
efficient movement of vehicles. This decision will be determined during developn~ent plan 
review by the development review board. 

Condition 4. Sidewalks shall be placed appropriately around and across the vehicular use area to 
facilitate safe and efficient movement of pedestrians. 
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Condition 5. Lighting within the vehicular use area shall be consistent with the standards for 
Traditional City District. 

Condition 6. Landscaping islands with seating areas shall be incorporated in appropriate places 
to foster or enhance pedestrian use and circulation. 

Conditiort 7. Bicycle parking, speed tables, handicapped ramps and textured surfaces shall be 
incorporated within the design of the vehicular use area. 

External compatibility 
The proposed amendment to the planned developn~ent does not significantly alter the relationship 
of the development to its external adjacent and nearby uses. The newly created surface parking 
will not be visible from the public right-of-way. Access to the surface parking is expected to be 
from Northwest 7"' Avenue and Northwest 13"' Street via the parking structure. While it appears 
that direct access to Northwest 12"' Street from the parking area is included, the Northwest 1 2Lh 
Street access points are limited to emergency and service vehicles. A gate will be constructed at 
the Northwest 12th Street access to the surface parking and an Opticom control will be installed. 
This element of the planned development has not changed. Building heights and faqade are 
proposed to be modified but those elements will remain consistent with the approved planned 
development. 

The amendment includes a reduction in the nuiuber of units to be constructed from 185 to 166 
units. However, there is a significant increase in the number of bedrooms, from 402 to 585 
bedrooms. While this increase does not affect the allowable density, it impacts the number of 
parking spaces, the number of automobile trips and the overall level of activity associated with 
the development. Those factors are addressed in the traffic and concurrency analysis. 

Another modification to the approved planned development is the complete elimination of any 
type of development on areas north of the creek. The area north of the creek is the most 
environmentally sensitive area and its removal, as an option for development will server to 
improve the external compatibility of the proposed development to surrounding developments. 

Condition 8. The access points off Northwest 12''' Street should remain as regulated by the 
current PD Layout Plan. Opening this access will result in a greater volume of traffic onto 
Northwest 8"' Avenue and then through the College Park Neighborhood. A controlled gate with 
an Opticom system should be installed to facilitate control of both access points off Northwest 
1 2 ' ~  Street. 

Condition 9. During development plan review, the applicant shall conduct a traffic analysis and 
implement the findings that would render the development consistent with the comprehensive 
plan and Land Development Regulations. 

Condition 10. The total number of bedrooms allowed within the development shall be 585, 
consistent with the traffic analysis approved by the Technical Review Committee. The reviewing 
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board may allow a 2% increase in the number of bedrooms, subject to review of a new traffic 
analysis, number of vehicular, bicycle and inotorcycle parking. Alternatively, the board may 
allow the number of bedrooms to be driven by the impacts of the traffic study and the number of 
bedrooms determined by the Development Review Board, during development plan review. 

Condition 11. To minimize the impact of the developnlent on the road network weekday traffic 
and RTS bus service to campus, the developer shall enter into a developnlent agreement to 
contribute proportionally to enhanced bus service along NW 13"' Street. The type, amount and 
nature of the contribution shall be determined by RTS and included in the development 
agreement. It shall be based on an analysis of current conditions, future needs, the source of 
major contributors to student commuting, the ratio of studentlnon-student occupancy, among 
other factors. The development shall participate in the cost of generating such analysis. The 
agreement shall be executed no later than one year after a certificate of occupancy is issued for 
80% of the total number of units. 

Intensity of development & useable open spaces, plazas and recreation areas. 
The development includes a single use, multi-family residential at the approved density, with a total of 
185 dwelling units. Although the proposed number of units is less than the maximum 225 units allowed, 
a signiticant increase in the number of bedrooms and associated traffic and parking impacts could affect 
the intensity of the development. Open space, plazas and recreation areas will be consistent with the 
intent of the comprehensive plan and the PD zoning designation. 

Condition 12. The developnlent must satisfy concurrency requirements and demonstrate the 
ability to handle additional parking and trip generation due to the increase in overall occupancy 
of the development. 

Environmental constraints 
The property is traversed along the northern section, by Rattlesnake Creek, at a line almost 
consistent with the south boundaries of tax parcel number 14095. Due to environmental 
concerns, a creek setback is established along the south side of the creek at approximately 1 10 
feet on the west side and 50 feet on the east end of the subject property. Along the north side of 
the creek, the setback varies from 45 feet 011 the west side to approxinlately 150 feet on the east 
side. IVo development is allowed within the creek setback limits. The creek clearly creates two 
distinct and separate portions of the subject property and also forms the boundaries of the current 
land use and zoning designations. The creek and its immediate adjacent areas are also 
environmental concerns in the consideration of any development in the area. The area south of 
the creek setback is clearly developable with some minor concerns. However, the area north of 
the creek setback is questionable in terms of supporting development. The proposed 
modification will completely eliminate the potential of any development in this sensitive 
environmental area, thus rendering the development inore compatible with the surrounding 
environmental features. 

Corzdition 13. Except as provided for development of passive recreational areas, there shall be 
no development on the portion of the subject property between the center1 ine of Rattlesnake 
Branch Creek and the south right-of-way line of N.W. 8"' Avenue. 
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External and Internal transportation access 
The development is bounded on all four sides by fully developed roads that connect efficiently 
into the overall road network. The project is therefore easily accessible via automobile. The 
main transportation access to the development is limited to Northwest 1 3Ih Street and IVorthwest 
7'h Avenues. Other limited access points for fire, emergency, utility and loading services are 
allowed off Northwest 1 2'h Street. 

The proposed amendment to add surface parking shows an access to Northwest 12"' Street. 
However, that driveway will comply with the initial PD restrictions on access. This modification 
is therefore not expected to affect external transportation access. Internally, the modification will 
allow automobile traffic further into the development. Due to the proposed conditions to satisfy 
internal conipatibility, it is not expected that the amendment will result in significant changes. 

Off-street parking 
The development is within a district where no motor vehicle parking is required. However, a 
parking structure is proposed to facilitate the needs of the development. The intent of no 
required parking is to facilitate developments, and to encourage alternative modes of travel in the 
urban core. To this end, the developn~ent shall ensure the efficient accommodation and 
circulation of vehicles associated with the development. 

The proposed modification will increase the total number off-street parking both within the 
parking structure and at surface level. Within the Traditional City District and the approved PD 
ordinance, the number of parking spaces within a structure is not regulated. The modification 
therefore complies with the approved PD as well as the Traditional City standards. The surface 
parking is not allowed in the approved PD and in Traditional City, is restricted to the minimum 
allowed for the use. 

Staff has determined that the conditions reconinlended for internal compatible will be adequate 
to minimize any potential impact of the proposed surface parking. 

Condition 14. At a mininiuni, total on-site parking shall be provided at a rate of 1 per bedroom. 
Exterior surface parking shall not exceed the minimuin required for the total number of 
bedrooms in the two buildings along N W 7'h Avenue. 

Condition 15. Except as provided in the ordinance, the surface parking shall comply with the 
requirements of the Land Development Code. 

Sidewalks, trails and bikeways 

The development is in an area, which strongly encourages pedestrian movement. It is therefore 
expected that sidewalks will be a prominent feature of the development. Sidewalks are required 
along all streets on which the development fronts. Adequate space shall be provided or secured 
for placement of the sidewalks. Internal movement should be facilitated through the provision of 
sidewalks linking buildings and main areas of activity. 
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The proposed modification will be consistent with the current requirements of the ordinance. 
Additionally, new conditions are included to facilitate pedestrian and bicycle activities in the 
area. 

Public facilities 
Public facilities are available within close proximity to the development site. The proposed 
amendment is not expected to affect the service levels of public facilities 

Unified control 
Documents provided with the application indicate unified control of the property. The 
amendment satisfies this requirement. 

Development time limits 
The development is proposed as a single phase. The conditions of initial approval will not be modified. 

Bonds 
This section is not applicable at this time, during subdivision review, any required bonding will 
be addressed at a later date. 

,- 
Respectfully submitted~, 

Chief of Current Planning 














































